of Barletta and Monopoli, and who exercised several commands at sea, have not been included; although, from a methodological point of view the grounds for not doing so might be argued. In some cases they may have been no less 'soldiers of fortune' than the French and Provençals.
The enormous archive of the Angevin chancery was destroyed by the Germans outside Naples in September 1943; however, it is an ill wind that blows no one any good for the reconstruction and publication of the archives by Riccardo Filangieri and subsequent archivists in Naples has made a wealth of material readily available that would otherwise have been accessible only in the archives. It is a wonderful gift. That being said, a word of warning. A recent request to acquire photocopies of the transcripts from which a particular document was published was met with an indignant assertion by the current archivist that the document had been published 'esattamente' as transcribed. However, it is not true that the published registers are indeed exact transcriptions. There are a great many errors in the published documents; phrases and sentences have been omitted and whole documents have been overlooked. Especially for the period 1283-5, many documents recorded by Minieri Riccio and others have not found their way into the reconstructed registers. The indices are also very unreliable. The task of reconstruction was so massive and the pressure to get the volumes out so intense that the documents as published in the reconstructed registers cannot be trusted. Particularly for any technical matters, it is really necessary to go back to the publications from which they were transcribed, if it was from a publication. Older authorities such as Paul Durrieu and Alain de Boüard can also not be relied upon. In his list of French personnages mentioned in the Angevin registers as having been in the Regno during the reign of Charles I Durrieu made a great many mistakes. He quite often gave dates of death or other events which are incorrect. It is unclear how long De Bouard spent in the archives in Naples and by his own admission what he published was incomplete.
